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Grounding Meditation:
Envision yourself standing on top of Uluru with your feet flat on the rock and be aware that everyone that
is listening to this call right now is standing on this red rock- called Uluru in Central Australia with great
healing properties. Everyone present here at this group event is with you forming a group entity. As we
all together move through this meditation- because we form this group entity all of the Energies are
magnified- all the benefit is magnified. As you feel yourself connecting with Uluru and to Mother Earth
and you can feel your heartbeat in sync with Uluru, visualize and feel yourself slipping into Uluru, sliding
down into the great red- reddish clay red colored rock- and as you do, imagine that you expand into
Uluru. Uluru has a very nurturing energy, like Divine Mother, a nurturing vortex, and you can feel
yourself being held in the arms of Uluru.
What we will do now is- right beneath the bottoms of our feet there is a Chakra, a Chakra known as the
Earth Crust Chakra. It is about ten inches below the bottoms of the feet and this is the Chakra that
anchors us to Mother Earth, and we are connected to Mother Earth through a Hara Line which is a Pillar
of Light that extends from the bottoms of our feet surrounding the Earth Crust Chakra and going straight
to the center of Mother Earth. We’re also connected to the higher realms by a Pillar of Light called the
Antahkarana Cord which extends from the top of our Crown Chakra all the way up through the
Dimensions of Reality.
As we slide down towards the Earth, Earth’s Core- there is a Core Crystal at the center of Earth, a large
Core Crystal- and it emanates an Amber colored Light. It’s a Life Force Energy. It’s the mixture of the
Red Life Force Energy of Mother Earth with the Golden Yellow color of the Earth’s Core Crystal and it
mixes in the core and becomes an Amber colored Light. As we are slowly sliding down through Uluru,
imagine that you’re sending from the bottoms of your feet roots just like a tree, roots that extend down
through the Hara Line all the way to the core of the Earth and begin to wrap around the core of the Earth
holding you to the core crystal, to the center of Mother Earth, anchoring you to Mother Earth.
Visualize that this root system comes up and becomes a tree trunk around you and this tree trunk extends
all the way up through the Dimensions of Reality to the Pool of Creation which is high above us in the
heavens, and it extends up into the Pool of Creation- this tree trunk like branches and leaves on this tree
that we’re forming. Now visualize that this tree trunk, the bark of the tree trunk is an Emerald Green
color, powerful Emerald Green color that emanates to you the Qualities of Abundance, Health and
Wholeness.
Now through these roots that we have wrapped around the Core Crystal is that we’re going to pull that
Amber colored Life Force up through the roots just like sap in a tree. It moves up all the way to the
bottoms of your feet, fills your body and all the Chakras within your body and filling this tree trunk.
Around your physical body you have a Five Body System and a Light Body; it fills all of those aspects of
you and continues to move all the way up the tree trunk pouring into the Pool of Creation, pouring this
Life Force, Amber Life Force Energy from the Core of Mother Earth.
Now we’re going to call on Cosmic Mother of the Cosmos to pour her Cosmic Life Force Energy into the
Pool of Creation and down through the tree trunk. This Cosmic Life Force Energy is also Amber colored,
bright Amber colored Light. See it pour into the tree trunk down all the way to your Crown Chakra,
filling your Crown Chakra and your entire body and being with this Light, and it continues out the

bottoms of your feet all the way down through the root system to the Core Crystal of Mother Earth. So
the Life Force Energy from Mother Earth is moving up through this tree trunk with you as the catalyst
and the Cosmic Life Force Energy is moving down from the Pool of Creation through this tree trunk with
you as the catalyst, bringing the Life Force of Mother Earth to the heavens and down from the heavens to
Mother Earth the Cosmic Life Force Energy. So you may feel lighter, you may feel a tingling in the
bottoms of your feet as this is happening and meanwhile you’re continuing to slide down and you reach to
the Core Crystal.
Visualize now that you are standing in the center of the Core Crystal of Mother Earth and before you is a
great Sacred Altar; the flames are jumping high. You are in a great hall within the Core Crystal of Mother
Earth and there are many Cosmic Beings here that are helping Divine Mother and helping all of us with
our work. Holding your right hand and standing to your right is our own Beloved Divine Mother, her
Copper Gold colored robes flowing all around her. She wears a seven tiered headdress and we just turn
ourselves to Divine Mother and send her all our love and appreciation for all that she has done as she
pours the Copper Gold Light to you and to the Sacred Altar. Now we turn back to face the altar.

Holding our left hand is Goddess of Victory; her robes are Bright Pink with Gold Filaments; pouring her
Light onto you and to the Sacred Altar. Directly across from us is a huge Being in Turquoise Blue
colored robes; this is Great Silent Watcher. Great Silent Watcher holds her enormous Scepter above her
head and above this entire entourage; and from her Scepter she pours the Turquoise Blue colored Light
down onto this scene and creates a dome of Turquoise Blue Light. Great Silent Watcher brings the
Qualities of Protection, Fearlessness and Divine Power. See that on either side of Great Silent Watcherto her right is and Emerald colored silhouette, a silhouette beaming Emerald colored Light- and this is the
Perfected Presence of the Masculine Aspect; to Great Silent Watcher’s left is a silhouette in Pink and
Gold- which is the Perfected Presence of the Feminine Aspect. Then to her left is Cosmic Guardian of the
Divine Plan in bright Warm Orange colored robes. All of them pouring their Light to the Sacred Altar
and pouring their Light to you.
To our far left beyond Goddess Victory is Mother of the Universe wearing her Pink colored Robes. To
our far right beyond Divine Mother is Mother of the Cosmos; she’s wearing her Amber colored robes.
Directly behind us are three great Beings, the Three Omniversal Mothers; the first in Purple colored
robes, the second in Aquamarine Blue colored robes and the third in Clay Red and Gold robes. Now
visualize that standing in a circle around us, standing shoulder to shoulder are 144,000 Silent Watchers.
These are Beings of the same lineage as Great Silent Watcher. They are in Turquoise Blue Robes and
they serve to step down the Energies- from Great Silent Watcher to a little closer to our own- and they’re
standing shoulder to shoulder in circles upon circles around this entourage. Beyond them are two billion
Angelic Watchers also in Turquoise Blue stepping the Energy down even further from Great Silent
Watcher and helping to reinforce this dome of Turquoise colored Blue Light that encircles all that we do
here with the ultimate in Protection, Fearlessness and Divine Power.
Take a deep breath and be aware of all of these great Beings. Even though it is nearly impossible to
visualize this complete formation right now you can feel their presence, you can feel their Light pouring
down. Also be aware that everyone that is listening to this phone call is also standing with us forming our
group entity. Now you can see around the Sacred Altar that there are sacred substances; there are oils,
spices and gems that you may offer to the Sacred Fire along with your prayers- for what you wish to
achieve through this ceremony tonight and through this coming year and beyond. Now as you are making
your offerings see beyond us, ahead of you, as you look beyond Great Silent Watcher you can see that a
Golden Bridge is forming; it’s forming in Golden Filaments of Light. It is a bridge that leads us to the 5th
Dimensional Octave and what we will do now is all of us together we will walk around the Sacred Altar.

We will all walk onto the bridge with Goddess Victory leading the way and Great Silent Watcher
bringing up the rear holding her Scepter above all of us.
Holding the hand of Divine Mother we will cross this bridge into the 5th Dimensional Octave. You can
see clouds of Gold colored Light as we enter the 5th Dimensional Octave. In front of us glistening before
us is the retreat of Divine Mother, a seven tiered retreat. As we walk closer to the retreat we see a
hexagonal gateway in the color of Purple. We will stand before this gateway and let it recalibrate us. So
we will go through a sequence of colors to recalibrate us to be able to walk into the retreat of Divine
Mother. See the Purple Colored Light pouring onto you. Then the light turns from Purple to Magenta,
Blue, to Greenish Blue to Green, to Citron Green to Yellow, to Yellow Orange to Orange, to Reddish
Orange to Red, to Magenta and back to Purple again. The gateway opens and we all together walk into
the sacred retreat of Divine Mother.
The first level is a huge hall, Warm Orange is emanating from the walls of this great hall and the floor is
in an Italian onyx of Greens and Reds and Opal colored Light, and in the center is a Sacred Altar similar
to the one we just stood before in the center of the Earth. We will stand before this Sacred Altar, and all
of the Beings that were at the Core of Mother Earth are now standing in the same formation. The only
difference is Divine Mother is sitting on her Throne across from us, and on either side of her are Goddess
Shakti and Lord Shiva. Goddess Shakti represents the Perfected Presence of the Feminine and Shiva the
Perfected Presence of the Masculine. We honor them and we stand before this Sacred Altar as we once
again make our offerings to this Altar and set our intentions.
Now we begin to see all the Deities who have come. They have been called by Divine Mother at various
times to assist us. They are standing around the Sacred Altar; all of them bringing their Qualities
according to the Qualities that were brought forth according to the original intent; the Perfection of the
Original Intent. They are bringing those qualities back to replace the ones that have been corrupted
through the density of this reality- that we’re living through now at the end of this cycle, this half cycle.
Now visualize that above the flames of the Sacred Altar the image of Earth is hanging, floating just above
the flames. It’s a globe of Mother Earth; it’s being kissed by the flames which are removing all the dross
from the Five Body System of Mother Earth and from Mother Earth. We’ve just completed April which
is always a bit of a chaotic month- for us personally and also for Earth. There have been a lot of natural
disasters this month that usually from year to year has been one of the more volatile months. Divine
Mother placed the Earth in this position last month in our Gateway Portal event to help relieve Earth from
some of the dross- and help with the process of her shaking off this dross through the month of April.
Now we invite from the inner chamber of Divine Mother, in past events we have setup a grid; Divine
Mother has set up a grid in her inner chamber with six great Beings, six Cosmic Beings along with six
Aspects of Divine Mother each with different Qualities. So there are twelve Beings coming to join us
around the Sacred Altar. See Great Silent Watcher standing with her Scepter of Power held above this
entire entourage, the Turquoise Blue Light of Protection, Fearlessness and Empowerment is pouring into
the Sacred Altar and pouring over Earth. Now see Goddess Victory coming to touch her Scepter to Great
Silent Watcher’s Scepter, pouring her Energies of Victory over Earth and into the Sacred Altar. Now also
see Cosmic Mother of the Cosmos with her Amber Colored Robes flowing as she steps forward to touch
her Scepter to the other two- pouring her Energies of Cosmic Life Force Energy onto Earth in this Sacred
Altar as well as on to all of you.
Now the twelve Beings from the inner chamber come to take their places. The Cosmic Being and the
Aspect of Divine Mother representing the Quality of Power and Protection in Cobalt Blue steps forward;
then the Cosmic Being of this same Quality touches her Scepter to the others pouring that Light down.
Next the Cosmic Being and Aspect of Divine Mother with the Energies of Nurturance and Life steps in;
it’s a light, an intense Light Green colored Light that she emanates pouring down over Earth with this

Green Life Force and Energy. This nurturing Energy helps to fill Earth and her Five Body System with
these qualities that are so badly needed especially in some of the barren areas of Earth where grass no
longer grows, where climate changes are causing problems with crops.
The next Being is the Cosmic Being and the Aspect of Divine Mother in Warm Yellow bringing the
Qualities of Joy, Happiness and Gratitude. Next Cosmic Being that comes forth is Mother of the
Universe, again, once again an Aspect of Mother of the Universe bringing her Quality of Divine Love.
The fifth Aspect once again brings the qualities of Victory in Light Blue, Aquamarine Blue, and Frosted
Blue with Platinum in it. She touches her Scepters to the other Cosmic Beings and the same Aspect of
Divine Mother. Then the sixth pair steps forward and these are in Warm Orange colored Light and the
Quality of Cosmic Guardian of Divine Plan.
So standing around the Sacred Altar are many great Beings and along with them Great Silent Watcher,
Victory, Cosmic Mother of the Cosmos, and the twelve pairs of Beings from the inner chamber stand.
Now Divine Mother steps forward and touches her Scepter to the others, pouring down her Copper Gold
Light. These Lights are pouring on to Earth, to all of you and once again we visualize the scrolls. Each
of us has a Scroll that Divine Mother has manifested for us in our last Portal Channeling session and for
those of you who are coming for the first time envision your very own scroll rolled out above where the
Earth is suspended. It is rolled out above that and you place yourself just beneath the scroll as you are
suspended above Earth below your scroll, as each one of these great Beings touches their Scepters above
your head. All of these qualities are pouring down to your scroll to illuminate your scroll, you, and Earth
and the Sacred Altar. This scroll has hieroglyphics on it and it has all of the possibilities of the best
alternate realities and things that are in store for you in this lifetime and beyond, and as these qualities are
poured onto you and onto your scroll different hieroglyphics and different points within the scroll are
illuminated and transferred to your Light Body and your Five Body System, to pull those events and
circumstances to you that will serve you and serve the Divine Feminine to serve the Light to the greatest
possible degree.
So as you lay beneath your scroll, seeing the Lights illuminated, seeing all these qualities and Lights
pouring down on you, you are aware that each one of us are laying in the same position individually
receiving the same thing simultaneously and at this point you can invite your family and loved ones also
to come forth and to receive these Energies.
What we are going to do tonight is, from all of the Cosmos at the request of Divine Mother, we invite the
souls to come to Earth to offer themselves in service to bring Earth out of this era, out of this paradigm
that we’re currently in; and bring in the new paradigm; the new paradigm that Divine Mother and these
great Cosmic Beings have established momentum in creating as we’re at the end of a thirteen thousand
year cycle of the reign of masculine and we’re moving into the new thirteen thousand year cycle of the
reign of Divine Feminine. We’re slowing the momentum that has been built over thirteen thousand years
and we - along with Divine Mother and all these Cosmic Beings who have come forth to help her- are
beginning to put Energy to gain momentum to shift this paradigm. What Divine Mother has asked is that
we call those souls, these Indigo Souls to come forth and over a period of time- from now on for the next
centuries, years, decades and centuries- we are calling to those souls who will bring us over time through
this 13,000 year cycle in the fastest, smoothest, most abundant way into the best possibilities in this new
paradigm.
Cosmic Guardian of the Divine Plan is standing tall above the point where all the Scepters are touching
and she is pulling the seeds of those circumstances and situations, those Filaments of Light for each one
of us to realize the best possible future that we could possibly imagine in the best possible way and the
easiest possible way in the smoothest possible way with the greatest potential, as she is pulling these
seeds and pulling them down into the vortex formed by all of these great Beings into your scroll. Now
with Divine Mother’s help she is going to establish a Cone of Light, the apex, the point of the Cone of

Light begins at the Sacred Altar and extends up and spreads out to encompass the globe. It moves up to
encompass us as we’re lying below our scrolls. It continues to get wider and wider, higher and higher into
the Dimensions of Reality and through this Cone of Light which is supported by each one of these great
Beings that have offered themselves to come forth forming this grid. If we choose we can offer ourselves
also to call forth to these souls, these Indigo Souls to come forth.
If Indigo Souls is a new term for you: Indigo Souls are those souls that have come to Earth since around
1972- those people who have incarnated since 1972 who are called Indigo Souls and there is a breakdown
on it of ten year cycles, as these Indigo Souls since 1972. They are very special in many ways. One,
they have come to Earth to bring higher Light. They come from star systems throughout the Cosmos that
are at a much higher state of evolution than Earth, at this point. They have offered of themselves to come
and incarnate onto Earth and to bring their Light to help move us through this transition, through this
paradigm from masculine to feminine. And because they are of higher Light they have a lot of obstacles
once they incarnate on Earth, which result at times in maladies and some inabilities at times, to kind of
adjust to the great density that we experience here in this reality. It shows up in a lot of different ways
and above all they have great potential and are unlike Baby Boomers generations of the past- who are
kind of used to this reincarnating on Earth, reincarnating into this density, reincarnating with the qualities
of this reality and the grooves that have already been cut into this reality. We (the Baby Boomers) kind of
roll with the punches, accept certain things, and don’t get too excited about some of the rough spots.
These Beings, these Indigo Souls are very, very sensitive, they are not used to that; they are not used to
being knocked around in the same ways that we are and they react to it in different ways- sometimes in
extreme with extreme results. So these are very special souls, the ones who are recently born to Earth
now and we -collectively as a society and individually- need to be aware of their special purpose, and be
of assistance to them and to their families and loved ones who are also giving of themselves and serving
to be the parents, teachers, and mentors of these souls.
What Divine Mother is asking us to do now is to call to these Indigos to come, these highly evolved souls
from the Cosmos to come and support Divine Mother and these Deities as well as to support us, Earth and
humankind. The significance of you calling forth is each one of us has a Soul Lineage. Mother has said
that a Soul Lineage is closer to you then even our own families. Our soul family tree is closer to us than
our own families in this lifetime. What we can offer is to pull those souls, call to those souls that are a
part of our own Soul Lineage and to support them in coming to Earth over the next period of time,
whether it is ten years or whether it’s a hundred years, to set the intention that our Soul Lineage will
support their coming to Earth and to pull all of these great souls.
As I am talking and as we’re setting these intentions perhaps you see the Lights like sunbeams coming
down into this vortex, and as they are coming down not only are we pulling them in and supporting them
and offering these qualities that we can bring to the table, but they’re moving through the vortex with all
the qualities that these great Beings have offered through the filters of Great Silent Watcher, Victory,
Cosmic Mother of the Cosmos and the six pairs of Cosmic Beings with their qualities, and absorbing and
being strengthened by all of these qualities. You can see these beams coming forth.
This meditation was originally given on Easter Sunday so we call forth Master Jesus and Mother Mary to
take part, and standing on either side of the vortex at the Sacred Altar visualize that Master Jesus is
standing on one side, Mother Mary on the other. They are offering themselves in this service, pulling
those Soul Lineages, their own Soul Lineage, Indigo Souls from the Cosmos to come and reincarnate over
the next period of time in support of Earth.
I now visualize that Sanat Kumara, the Planetary Logos is standing also as a third point around the Sacred
Altar. He’s in his ceremonial robes in Fuchsia Pink and he too is offering himself and pulling his Soul
Lineage through this vortex in this great service to Mother, Earth and humankind.

Take a deep breath, see this Cone of Light that extends up holding Earth within it, holding you and your
scroll within it. See all the Deities touching their Scepters above you and your scroll pouring these
qualities down to you, to your scroll, to Earth, to the Five Body System of Earth to the Sacred Altar. As
these Indigo Souls that are to be born come from the four corners of the Cosmos through this cone of
Light down in through these qualities, they are reinforced by each one of these great Beings, each of these
Great Beings has their own Soul Lineage that they are magnetizing to this event- Divine Mother is and we
are. You are doing a great service here. Again any of your family and loved ones that you want to bring
in, to stand around the Sacred Altar to receive these qualities please feel free to do that.
I will leave you here, you may continue with this meditation now, repeat it in the future as we support
Divine Mother’s request to bring great souls from the four corners of the Cosmos to support the work that
she is doing here with all these great Beings with us. Be kind to yourselves; be kind to your loved ones. I
wish you all great health and success and abundance, ease and grace in everything that you do until next
month in our 6-6- Gateway Event. I thank you with all of my heart. I thank you on behalf of Nasrin,
Divine Mother, all of these Deities, Master Jesus, Mother Mary, Sanat Kumara. I thank you. So It Is.
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